Cancellations policy

Cancellations should be done with a certain notice as the lodge as a limited
capacity of occupancy. No shows will be charged full price and cancellations
without previous notice will be charged 50% of the price. We encourage the
best collaboration to avoid inconveniences.

Other information: Lodge and conservation
The motto of the lodge is “Home of lions”, in consideration of the
importance of the lions in this habitat, but especially in consideration of the
great threats lions face in Queen Elizabeth National Park.
Ishasha Jungle Lodge would like to contribute to bring awareness about the
importance of the conservation of lions.
An Eco-Lodge. Ishasha Jungle lodge uses clean energy and power.

Solar systems give power and hot water to all cottages. All bulbs are of low
energy consumption. Solar fridge provides safe storage and cold drinks.
Cooking is provided with clean sources like gas and alternative charcoal.
Attention is given to waste management disposal and recycling of any materials. Water is safe as it comes from a borehole.

Responsible tourism: Partnership with Oncology for Africa
Ishasha Jungle Lodge is in partnership
with the Italian no–profit organization,
Oncology for Africa. This organization,
with Head Quarters based in Rome - Italy
is implementing projects in Uganda in
support of cancer’s patients, especially
vulnerable women.
Therefore the lodge will share part of the
income from the sales of rooms in support of Oncology for Africa
(see the website: www.afron.org ).

Activities:

“KAMEME TRADITIONAL GROUP”: this group performs the kikiga dance,
drumming and singing of folk songs. You can book this activity with a fee
of 150,000 Ugx.
“KAMEME NATURE AND VILLAGE WALK”: this activity takes about 2 hours
and it includes a nature walk to river Ntungwe for birding, visiting homesteads in Kameme while interacting with the inhabitants, visiting Kameme
Primary school. This guided activity has a fee of 20$ per person.

Bookings and payments:

-Bookings can be made at the following e-mail address:
ishasha@ugandajunglelodges.com / info@ugandajunglelodges.com
-By telephone: +256 414 232754
-Payment can be done at the office of Uganda Jungle Lodges LTD at Pan African House 5th Floor, Kimathi Avenue, Kampala or by bank deposit/transfer on the account at Orient Bank Limited, name of account:
Uganda Jungle Lodges account number 18955002020501 (USD).

Uganda Jungle Lodges Ltd.
Pan African House 5th Floor Kimathi Avenue,
Kampala
Tel: +256 414 232754
Mob: +256 712 385446
Email: info@ugandajunglelodges.com
Website: www.ugandajunglelodges.com

